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President’s Message
At the January meeting I gave a presentation titled “Dinosaur Hunting in Maryland”. A secondary aspect of the
presentation was to discuss some of the activities related to fossils that I have enjoyed sharing with young people. It is
my hope that others are interested in sharing their knowledge of paleontology and geology with our next generation.
They are the future faces of these areas of science and the potential future members of our organization. I have
personally found it to be a very rewarding experience. Last month I visited a class of about thirty, five year olds and the
children eagerly searched through cups of beach material containing fossil shark teeth and shells. Their sharp eyes were
quickly able to distinguish between the pebbles and shell fragments and then they yelled out in excitement that they had
found a shark’s tooth. Great fun for them and great fun for me. If you would be interested in becoming involved with an
activity such as this but are not sure about how to get started, please feel free to contact me for ideas.

Cheers,
Rick

Dates to Remember
Sunday, July 17, 2011 – Next MGS Meeting
Meeting Time and Location
11:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Bowie Community Center, 3209 Stonybrook Drive, Bowie, MD 20715

Mineral of the Meeting: Crocoite. Bring a few choice specimens to the meeting.
Dave Bohaska will speak on “ Miocene whales”
2011 Dues are Due

“The MGS member is a hearty breed of hobbyist . . . .”
Anonymous
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Maryland Geological Society
Founded in 1991, MGS is
comprised of both amateur and
professional mineral and fossil
collectors.
MGS emphasizes
collecting, identification, study
and display aspects of the
geological sciences. A nonprofit
organization, MGS is affiliated
with the American Federation
of
Mineralogical
Societies
(AFMS)
and
the
Eastern
Federation of Mineralogical and
Lapidary Societies (EFMLS).
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Dues
Dues are $15.00 per individual
adult member. Applications for
membership may be obtained from
the MGS website or by contacting
the Membership Chairman, Mike
Folmer, at 417 West Maple Road,
Linthicum, MD 21090, (410) 8500193.
Dues are payable by
January 1st of each year.

(410)247-3961
(410)203-1064
(301)862-1957
(301)869-2662
(301)580-5612
(301)681-5720
(301)589-2250
(301)464-1659
(301)580-5612
(410)850-0193
(301)562-8956
(301)580-5612
(410)285-5554
(410)212-1177
(301)681-5720
(301)862-1957
(410)850-0193
(410)551-7826
(301)580-5612

Meetings
Meetings are held bimonthly,
beginning in January at the Bowie
Community Center, located at
3209 Stonybrook Drive, Bowie,
MD, (301)464-1737. The doors
open at 11:00 AM and the
meetings are completed by 3:00
PM. Club meetings will be held as
scheduled so long as the Bowie
Community Center is open.

Meeting Dates & Programs for 2011
July 17: “Miocene Whales”
September 24: 20th Anniversary Celebration

Correspondence
Direct mail to Gary & Cindy
Lohman,
21995
Barkentine
Court, Great Mills, MD 20634.
Phone: (301) 862-1957.
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September 18: Auction
November 20: Elections & Holiday Party

The Rostrum
Published bimonthly beginning in
January. Submit material for
publication
electronically
to
Isaiah.423@juno.com or by mail
to Gerald Elgert, 9910 Lorain
Avenue, Silver Spring, MD
20901.

Website
www.ecphora.net/mgs/
Material for the website should
be sent to Daryl Serafin at
dkjjserafin@comcast.net.
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20th Anniversary Celebration Update – Date and Venue Set
More to be Decided at July Meeting
The celebration of the 20th anniversary of the founding of the MGS in 1991 promises to be a great time. The planning
process, headed up by past president Mel Hurd, has been moving forward. Here’s what has been decided so far at past
club meetings. Remaining decisions will be made at the next meeting.
What? – The celebration will be a cook-out. The menu has yet to be decided. One suggestion is to have a
chicken and ribs barbecue.
Where? – The Silver Spring, MD, home of MGS member Michael Hutchins.
When? – Saturday, September 24, 2011, from 2 to 6 p.m.
Cost? – The club will cover 50% of the cost of the celebration; the other half will be paid by attendees.
Specifics about costs will be decided at the next meeting.
Activities? - A 20th anniversary logo has been designed and we have a number of t-shirts available. We will be
preparing certificates to honor the “Founders” of the club. Other fun activities for the event have yet to be decided.
Your role? – Support the celebration by attending the attending the next meeting, contributing your ideas,
volunteering, coming to the cook-out in September, and otherwise helping to celebrate 20 great years. You can contact
Mel Hurd at mhurd@bislink.com.

Miocene Whales
A lecture by Dave Bohaska for the July Meeting
Gerald Elgert

Our speaker for the July meeting will be Dave Bohaska, Collections Manager of
the Vertebrate Paleontology Department of the Smithsonian Institution, National Museum
of Natural History in Washington, DC. He is well known to the MGS and is one of our
seven elected honorary members. Dave’s primary research interest is fossil marine
mammals of the mid-Atlantic coast. The subject of his talk will be Miocene whales.

(Photo courtesy Dave Bohaska)

Fossil Turtles of the Mid-Atlantic and Southeastern States
Dr. Robert Weems
Gerald Elgert
The actual origin of turtles is still somewhat mysterious. So began Dr. Robert Weems, a long time honorary
member of the MGS and now a recently retired geologist of the U.S. Geological Survey, at the joint AFF/MGS meeting
on May 15th. He continued his talk by describing the very peculiar anatomy of turtles, “Where the body sort of tucks in,
under the ribs, so you have the ribs and dermal armor on top of everything.” In humans, the muscles that control our
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upper body lie under the shoulder blades. In turtles, all these muscles that control the back
and shoulders are now inside of the ribs. Nothing else does it like this; it’s a totally unique
anatomical design. In recent years a fossil turtle from China has been found that contains a
lower but no upper shell; a type of missing link, perhaps? This could also suggest that
turtles originated in Southeast Asia. Not too much is known about a point of origin that
began during the Permian and Triassic periods. The earliest known fossil turtle in North
America comes from the Triassic in Arizona. The oldest turtles in our area are from the
Arundel Formation, notably from the Dinosaur Park location at Muirkirk.
The Late Cretaceous was long, something like 40,000,000 years or so and the
upper stages have produced most of the turtle record. Dr. Weems related that turtles are
grouped into two great tribes and are distinguished as to how they fold the head back into
the shell. With present time species, like the box turtle, the head comes straight back and
the vertebrae fold back into a V-shape. Others, like the side-neck turtles, don’t pull back
straight; they pull back sideways. He then made a comparison with a joke saying, “One line
of turtles realized, ‘If I can pull by head back this way, nobody can bite me by the neck when they’re attacking me’. The
other line of turtles say, ‘If I pull by head back side ways, they can’t bite me’. Then all the others got it bitten off and
went extinct.”
Most of the Late Cretaceous deposits we see in Maryland are marine or fairly near shore marine. At the end of
the Cretaceous, most of the larger predators like Mosasaurs were wiped out and just a few turtles made it through. One
interesting point about modern soft shelled turtles is that they have a puffy membrane inside the mouth that acts as an
oxygen exchange system, permitting them to remain submerged for long periods. In that sense, they are evolving
backwards to a former state.
By the Paleocene epoch, turtles were well established. Then, at the end of the Paleocene there was a global
warming event. The Early Eocene really was a greenhouse interval. This was the time when the North Atlantic began to
open up and elevated levels of carbon dioxide caused a rise in the norm temperature for five or six million years. The
earth went through a huge warming period and many types of turtles disappeared, being unable to tolerate the elevated
climes while others like the leatherback sea turtles moved farther north. During this time the ocean currents changed
and whales, a turtle predator, began to appear in the western hemisphere.
At the end of the Eocene epoch the ice sheets began to form, Antarctica was isolated when the southern
currents changed, and grasslands began to spread with the somewhat drier climate. For the turtles, this was probably a
bigger change than that during the Paleocene/Eocene. From the Lower Oligocene we don’t have anything in the fossil
record of the East Coast as sea levels were too low. For the Middle and Late Oligocene we begin to see a very interesting
and diverse fauna that is beginning to show up in deposits around what is now Charleston, South Carolina.
An even greater assemblage appeared during the Miocene epoch including more fresh water and land forms,
which in turn disappeared at the end of the Miocene with lowering sea levels. On the mainland, all the big land species
went extinct or evolved into small forms. Box turtles were once four or five times larger than they are now. Modern box
turtles are more related to pond turtles, the kinds that had a sort of box pattern with retracting the head so they
couldn’t get chewed up. One fascinating fact is that box turtles can live more than 50 years. They have the ability to
store genetic material and produce several generations of offspring without matting. Dr. Weems summed up his
presentation by concluding, “Considering what they’re up against, it’s a wonder they’re doing as well as they are.”
The members of the American Fossil Federation and the Maryland Geological Society wish to thank Dr. Weems
for an interesting and informative presentation on the various vicissitudes of turtle anatomy, their evolution and interest
today.

Mineral of the Meeting: Crocoite
Bob Farrar
For the July meeting of MGS, the Mineral of the Meeting will be crocoite. Crocoite is a somewhat rare mineral
that not all collectors are familiar with. It is, however, a very beautiful mineral that makes a fine addition to any
collection.
Crocoite consists of lead chromate, PbCrO4. It crystalizes in the monoclinic system, and typically forms
prismatic (long and slender) or acicular (needle-like) crystals. Its most distinctive characteristic is its color, typically
brilliant orange to orange-red. It is named for its color, from the Greek word for saffron, like crocus, the flower from
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which saffron comes. It is rather brittle, so care must be taken in handling crocoite. Other physical properties include a
hardness of 2.5 to 3.0, a specific gravity of 5.9 to 6.1, and poor cleavage. Color and crystal form are generally sufficient
to distinguish crocoite.
Crocoite occurs in the weathered zones of lead deposits in the presence of chromium-bearing rocks. Neither
lead nor chromium are particularly rare, but they tend to occur in different
geological settings, which makes crocoite rare. By far the most important
locality for crocoite is Dundas, Tasmania. There crystals up to 6 inches long
have been found, along with great numbers of lesser specimens. A huge find
was made at the Adelaide Mine in Dundas in 2010. Crocoite was originally
found, however, in the Ural Mountains of Russia. Callenberg, Saxony,
Germany is another well-known locality. US localities are not as well known,
but they include the Mammoth Mine in Tiger, AZ, the Darwin Mine in Inyo
Co., CA, and the Eldorado Mine in Riverside Co., CA.
The rarity and beauty of good crocoite specimens makes them
highly prized by collectors. Larger specimens, as might be expected, can be
quite expensive. However, thanks mainly to the rich deposits of Tasmania,
there are enough more modest specimens on the market that most serious
collectors can add crocoite to their collections.
(Photo courtesy Glendale Community College)

Return to Wyoming 2011
Michael Hutchins
I have reported on my annual trips to Wyoming in previous

Rostrums and this year is no exception. As has typically been the case, I
met with several friends in Casper, WY from June 2-8, 2011 to attend a
paleontology conference at Casper College’s Tate Museum and to collect in
the region. This year’s conference was special, as it was not only the Tate
Museum’s annual conference, but also that of TerQua, a society for
Tertiary and Quarternary paleontological studies. This renewed scientific
society had its organizational meetings at the conference and all
conference attendees, including myself, were made charter members of
the organization.
During the conference proper, which lasted a day and a half, we
listened to a wide variety of paleontological papers, ranging from evidence
of stress and infection in Pleistocene mammoths and mastodons to the case
for competition as a factor in the extinction of the short-faced bear,
Arctodus, to the locomotor capabilities of the dire wolf from Rancho La
Brea, California. Many of the presentations were excellent and contributed
to my growing knowledge of paleontology.
As part of the conference, we also took several field trips. The
first stop was a 10,000-acre badlands site near Douglas, WY, where I have
been allowed to hunt with Dr. Kent Sundell, curator at the Tate Museum,
who has leased the area for both commercial and scientific collecting for nearly two decades. A smaller group of us
spent an additional two days at this site after the conference ended. These rapidly eroding badlands represent one of
the best sites in North America to collect Early Oligocene mammal fossils, including oreodonts (Miniochoerus and
Merycoidodon sp.), camels (Poebrotherium wilsoni), horses (Mesohippus bairdii), early rhinoceroses (Hyracodon and
Subhyracodon sp.), and a wide variety of other species from the White River Formation. The Orellan and Chadronian land
mammals from 33.3-38 million years ago (mya) are both present. This year’s trip was no exception. I was able to recover
a number of specimens of interest, including several jaws with teeth (mostly oreodont), partial oreodont and rabbit skulls
(Paleolagus SP,) a titanothere (Megacerops sp.) ankle bone (from the Chadronian age (38-33.9 mya) and a variety of
smaller fossils, including coprolites, insect cocoons, dung beetle balls, gastropods, and turtle eggs. Some of the other
finds by our group members included an entire oreodont skeleton minus the head, a nearly complete skeleton and skull of
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a small, Three Toed Horse, Mesohippus bairdii, a rhinoceros jaw of Hyracodon nebraskensis with five teeth, a nice
tortoise, Stelemys, and a complete skull of Leptictis, an ancient insectivore.
We spent one day hiking through another interesting site that lies around 40 miles directly west of Casper,
affectionately known as Hell’s Half Acre. This early Eocene/Paleocene site is characterized by spectacular rock
formations that have eroded out of the Wyoming plains. Perhaps best known from many scenes in the science fiction
movie Starship Troopers, this rugged, rattlesnake-infested area definitely had an “other-worldly” look. The area has
been important to humans for millennia, and besides containing fossils, is also full of important archaeological treasures,
including a Native American bison kill site. Entrance to the site, which is owned by the county, is restricted and a local
archaeologist accompanied us to protect the site and record and confiscate any human artifacts found. Indeed, one
participant found a complete spear point and we were able to observe several middens full of bison bones. The most
interesting fossil find of the day was a lower jaw and several teeth of a Coryphodon. These extinct animals, commonly
called pantodonts, were members of the world’s first group of large browsing mammals. The biggest mammal of its time,
Coryphodon stood approximately 1 meter (3.28 feet) high at the shoulder and was approximately 2.25 meters (7.38 feet)
in length. Coryphodons are not related to modern day hippos although they were anatomically similar and were also semiaquatic, likely living in or around swamps or marshes.
During the conference, we also had an opportunity to travel by bus to a couple of interesting sites in Nebraska.
Our first stop was Agate Fossil Beds National Monument, an important Miocene mammal mortality site where hundreds of
ancient animals died around a few shallow water holes. All of the fossils found at the site are from species now extinct
and include creatures such as Stenomylus, two foot tall gazelle camels; Parahippus, a three toed ancestor of the modern
horse; the bear dog, Daphoenodon; the laterally horned rhinoceros,
Menoceras; a large entelodont relative of pigs distinguished by huge,
crushing jaws, a Daeodon; and a huge horse-like mammal with a long
neck, Moropus. Among the area’s fossils were strange spiral
structures, known as Daemonelixes or Devil’s corkscrews. The
function of these bizarre trace fossils was unknown until examples
were found with the builders still inside them. Such structures
were the protective burrows of an extinct beaver, Paleocaster, that
lived in colonies like prairie dogs on the high plains of ancient
Nebraska.
Our second and final stop was at historic Fort Robinson,
Nebraska, site of an important U.S. Army base during the wars for
the western United States. After the Civil War, it was the
expressed intent of the Union Army to open up and make safe the
Indian lands for settlers. In 1885, the Buffalo soldiers, an all black unit, was stationed at Fort Robinson, a center of
activity during the Sioux Wars from 1876-1877. Crazy Horse and his band of warriors surrendered there and in May of
1877 he was fatally wounded while allegedly resisting imprisonment. A plaque marks the place of his death. There is a
small natural history museum containing examples of fossils from the surrounding region. One exhibit is an excavation of
two large mammoths with their tusks locked together in death. A reenactment of the event has been painted on a large
floor-to-ceiling mural.
It was another great trip and I hope to make it back next year.
(Photo of author at Hell’s Half Acre by Steve Olson. Photo of mural by author.)

Shows and Events
July 6-10, 2011 - Here is a last minute reminder of the AFMS/EFMLS Convention in Syracuse, NY. If you are
interested in going to the show, be sure to visit the AFMS website at http://www.amfed.org/ for more information.
August 6, 2011 - 16th Annual Gem, Mineral, and Fossil Sale. Morris Museum Mineralogical Society. Trinity Hall
Science Pavilion (Buildings 7 and 8) Delbarton School, 230 Mendham Rd. Morristown, NJ 07960. Call John Sanfacon at
(973)267-2839.
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August 19 – 21, 2011 - Gem Miner’s Jubilee. The Mid-Atlantic Gem & Mineral Association (http://www.gemshow.com/ ). Lebanon Expo Center, Route 72, 5 miles north of PA Turnpike, Exit 266, right on Rocherty Rd.,. 717 -8388870. Friday and Saturday 10 AM – 6 PM. Sunday10 AM – 4 PM. Admission $6. Children under 12 free.
September 5-11, 2011 – Wildacres Fall Classes sponsored by the Eastern Federation of Mineralogical and Lapidary
Societies. List of classes and speakers during this week-long event can be found in the January issue of the EFMLS
News at http://www.amfed.org/efmls/efjan11.pdf. Information on the classes can also be found on the EFMLS website
at http://www.amfed.org/efmls/wildacres.htm.
September 17 – 18, 2011 - 46th Annual Gem, Mineral and Jewelry Show. Central Pennsylvania Rock and Mineral Club
(http://www.rockandmineral.org/ ). Zembo Shrine Center, Third and Division Streets, Harrisburg PA, Saturday 10 AM –
6PM, Sunday 10 AM – 5 PM. Admission $6.00.
September 24- 25, 2011 - 47th Annual Atlantic Coast Gem, Mineral and Jewelry Show. Gem Cutters Guild of
Baltimore (http://www.gemcuttersguild.com/). Howard County Fairgrounds, I 70 at Route 32, West Friendship, MD
Saturday 10 AM – 6PM, Sunday 10 AM – 5 PM. Admission $5.00.
November 12 – 13, 2011 - 20th Annual Gem, Mineral, and Fossil Show. Northern Virginia Mineral Club
(http://www.novamineralclub.org/). Saturday 10 AM – 6PM, Sunday 10 AM – 4 PM. Student Union II Building, George
Mason University Campus, Braddock Rd and Route 123, Fairfax, VA. $5 – Adults, $3 Seniors and Teens. Scouts in uniform
and Children under 12 free.
Continuing - The Grier fossil & mineral collections are up for sale by Dick, Sr. and Jr. at 10% off. There are literally
hundreds of mostly competition quality specimens available, and close to one thousand in all sizes. Specimens are both
self-collected and purchased world wide. We have been collecting for over 45 years. Still remaining are thousands of
worldwide shark teeth, some very rare, obtained by trading with European collectors over the Internet. There are large
numbers of ammonites, echinoids, and brachiopods, as well as fern fossils, vertebrate fossils and others. The minerals
remaining include gold, emeralds, silver minerals, topazes, beryls, tourmalines, aquamarines, amethyst and heliodor.
Minerals range from micromount and thumbnail size to museum-size. All specimens are crystallized. So far the
meteorites, dinosaur teeth and the larger shark teeth have been sold, as well as my collection of tourmalines from around
the world. Please come and visit us by appointment. Arrange for an appointment by calling Dick Grier, Sr. at (410)2855554. We live in Dundalk, a south east suburb of Baltimore, at 8052 Kavanagh Road. “Come by and see us,” says Dick!

Thank You for Recent Donations
Dick Grier, Jr.
Dick Grier, Jr.:
Melanite garnet from Kayes, Mali
24 gift boxes with cotton lining
4 Hydroxylherderite crystals from Linopolis, Brazil
a slab of polished, silicified wood from Wyoming
Dick Grier Sr.:
a large T-shirt (white)
2 Otodus obliquus from the Eocene of Morocco
Brady Hamilton:
8 land mammal jaw fragments w/teeth from Eocene, Wind River Formation, Wyoming
Flo Strean:
3 copies of 2011 Washington Tidal Calendars
2 copies of Chesapeake Bay Calendars
1 copy each of Washington DC., Potomac, St. Mary's & Wicomico River Calendars
a large Chesapeake Bay Calendar
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a 1994 Dinosaur Calendar
a book on fossil vertebrates

National Geographic Magazine, Feb. 1968, page 222 on "Sharks"
a container of dinosaur photographs
Donations to the club are important to the financial well-being of the club. They are used in the annual and
silent auctions and for door prizes.

Field Trips – An Update
Rick Smith, Interim Field Trip Coordinator
The Maryland Geological Society is an advocate of responsible collecting. The society has permission to collect
in all of the sites listed that require such permission. Most trips are weather dependent and some require at least an
average level of physical fitness. Field trips are restricted to MGS members only. Everyone will be required to sign a
Release Form. The form will need to be turned in to the Field Trip Leader or a copy needs to be on file with the Field
Trip Coordinator. You can bring your form to me at any of the meetings, mail it, or email the form to me. Once you have
a copy on file, the Field Trip Leader can just contact me for verification.
If you have questions, suggestions, or might be interested in leading a trip, please contact me via email at
rick.smith.mgs@gmail.com or by mail at 1253 Brewster Street, Baltimore, MD 21227, or call me during evening hours at
410-247-3961.
News from Lee Creek, NC: The PCS Mine in Aurora, NC canceled all fossil collecting for the spring of 2011
due to safety concerns associated with the reconfiguration of the mining activities. We are still waiting to hear if mine
officials will allow a fall collecting season. A determination is to be made sometime this summer.
Virginia Museum of Natural History field trips: The museum offers trips that are lead by the resident staff
and they charge a fee. The 2011 schedule has been posted and the information can be found at the following web
address: http://www.vmnh.net/index.cfm/topic/field-trip-adventures. They will be offering a number of interesting
boat trips to a variety of rivers including the Pamunkey, James, Meherrin, Roanoke, Tar, Cape Fear, and Potomac Rivers.
There are no currently scheduled MGS trips planned at this time.

Urban Fossils
Jim Stedman
I don’t get no respect.
~ Comedian Rodney Dangerfield
The late Rodney Dangerfield would have sympathized with the fossils at one of my favorite fossil hunting sites –

they don’t get no respect. People walk on
these more than 300 million year old
fossils or stroll unknowingly by them,
oblivious to the fact that fossils from the
Mississippian epoch abound here. I, on the
other hand, attract mostly bemused
attention as I eagerly search for these
fossils with naked eye or hand loupe, and
collect them . . . digitally.
These marine fossils reside in the
Indiana limestone incorporated into the
U.S. Capitol Reflecting Pool and the
Conservatory of the U.S. Botanic Garden,
both at the far east end of the Mall in
Washington, D.C.
The Reflecting Pool
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itself and the stairs that surround it are composed of this limestone; kneeling is the best way to explore the treasures
underfoot. The outer facade of the Conservatory provides vertical walls of limestone that stretch tantalizingly high
above the fossil hunter. In the photograph above, General Grant sits on horseback, looking down the Mall, with the
Reflecting Pool in the foreground and the Botanic Garden in the background.
Indiana limestone, known perhaps more properly as Salem limestone, easily earns the title of “America’s building
stone.” Writer David B. Williams (Stories in Stone: Travels Through Urban Geology, 2009) writes, “Other stones are
older, more beautiful, and have more noble pedigrees, but no other building stone forms as much a part of the collective
cultural fabric of the United States as the Salem. No other stone has contributed more to giving our cities and towns a
sense of elegance and pride.” (p. 115)
During the 20th century, Indiana limestone became a stone of choice for official Washington D.C. and it now
forms a backdrop to daily life here. The choice was made for practical reasons (principally because it is relatively easy
to work and regardless of how the stone is cut during quarrying it comes out with the same sturdiness) and, not
surprisingly, for political reasons. But, for me, the choice was sublime because Indiana limestone is nearly completely
calcium carbonate; it consists almost solely of fossil fragments.
The principal fossils that at times are relatively easily identified in the Indiana limestone are crinoids,
bryozoans, and brachiopods which were dominant within the invertebrate marine fauna during the Mississippian (359 to
318 million years ago). Other numerous invertebrate denizens of this time were pelecypods and gastropods. Actually,
foraminifera shells may be the most abundant
fossils in some of the stone but escape detection
because of their small size. For nearly the past
two centuries, this limestone has been quarried
along a geographical band that runs down southcentral Indiana, an area that, along with much of
the continent, was covered by a broad, warm
ocean during the Mississippian.
During that
ancient time period, the remains of invertebrate
marine fauna, their shells and exoskeletons,
collected in astonishing numbers; the ocean
currents worked and reworked them until they
constituted a carbonate fossil stew which, over
millions of years, was compressed slowly into the
limestone now gracing our cities (and thrilling a
few fossil hunters). The history of the stone
explains why we find it composed of mostly small,
rounded, and often unidentifiable fossil fragments. Lots of death went into the making of the limestone. David Williams
has written, “When you see a Salem wall you are looking at a graveyard of epic proportions.” (Stories in Stone, p. 117)
Hunting on the Capitol Reflecting Pool
steps is easy, though you do have to stop being
distracted by the baked-on chewing gum and other
litter. Crinoid ossicles, sometimes a russet or
tannish color, appear in large numbers, floating like
little life preservers amid their gray surroundings.
The cross-hatched matrices of the fenestrate
(fan-shaped) bryozoans also seem to appear readily
along these stairs. Once in awhile, a white spiral
coil of a gastropod appears amid the debris. These
fossils appear in the picture above from the
Reflecting Pool steps; it includes a penny for scale
In contrast, though the limestone facade
of the Botanic Garden shouts out its fossiliferous
nature, for some reason identifying what is there
often seems harder to me than on the Reflecting
Pool steps. The picture at right provides a flavor
of the fossil fragments in the Garden wall; the
shell somehow survived relatively intact.
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These are but a couple of the many structures in Washington that feature Indiana limestone. Other fossilbearing stones support or adorn additional buildings in the city, including another favorite fossil hunting site of mine, the
National Gallery of Art (West Building). I hesitate to say it, but the Gallery’s restrooms on the Constitution Avenue side
of the building are prime territory for fossils. Perhaps the Gallery’s fossil treasures will be the subject of a future
article.
As a concluding note, I should observe that, as with all fossil hunting, the urban hunt comes with an array of
dangers. Stepping on fresh chewing gum (or worse) is at one end of the spectrum. An experience last month exposed me
to a danger with more of an adrenalin rush. As a friend and I examined the Indiana limestone facade of the Botanic
Garden Conservatory, we called to each other with each new find. I placed ruler against wall with one hand and wielded
camera with the other.
Suddenly, I heard a deep voice. “Excuse me, what are you doing?”
I turned and faced an imposing and armed member of the Capitol Police.
“We’ve been watching you on the cameras and want to know what you’re doing,” he continued.
“Hunting for fossils,” I began to explain. It sounded as lame as it looks written out here, but I think my
enthusiasm carried the day. Apparently, although my behavior was clearly strange, I was not violating any anti-terrorism
laws. Perhaps I’ve cleared that hurdle for future hunters on this site (as long as the same police officer is on duty).
(All photographs are by the author)
References
I would recommend the following resources for the urban fossil hunter (some with a D.C. focus):
1) David B. Williams’ great book, Stories in Stone (2009);
2) the extremely informative Building Stones and Geomorphology of Washington, D.C.: The Jim O’Connor Memorial Field
Trip (http://www.gswweb.org/oconnor-fieldtrip.pdf) which presents material written by the late James O’Connor,
official city geologist for Washington, D.C.;
3) lawyer Christopher Barr’s extensively researched and illustrated website titled Fossils in the Architecture of
Washington, DC (http://dcfossils.org/index.php/); and
4) City University of New York geologist Wayne G. Powell’s website titled Common Building Stones of New York City
(http://academic.brooklyn.cuny.edu/geology/powell/613webpage/NYCbuilding/NYCBuildingStone.htm) (particularly useful
for its discussion of certain stones and pictures of fossils).
MGS members might be interested in the Maryland Geological Survey’s A Geologic Walking Tour of Building Stones Of
Downtown Baltimore, Maryland (October, 2001) (http://www.mgs.md.gov/esic/publications/download/walktour1.pdf). I
have not done the tour, but, according to the guide, four of the stops offer evidence of fossils.

Minutes of the May, 2011 Meeting
Gary & Cindy Lohman
Annual Joint MGS AFF Meeting: The May meeting was a joint MGS and AFF meeting. These minutes reflect the MGS
portion of the business meeting.
President’s Report: The business portion of the meeting was called to order at 12:04 by MGS president Rick Smith. The
meeting started with MGS business followed by AFF business. The up-front stated goal was to get through the routine
business expediently to allow time to discuss pressing 20th Anniversary issues and allow sufficient time for the guest
speaker. Welcome was extended to visiting guest Laura Dunaj, who is interested in geology and discovered the MGS club
through its website.
Vice President’s Report: Vice president Eric Seifter, had nothing to report.
Secretary’s Report: Minutes from the March meeting were accepted without change and secretary Gary Lohman, had
nothing else to add.
Treasurer’s Report: Treasurer Dave Andersen reported $3,094.92 in savings, $1,961.52 in checking and $111.09 in cash.
Membership: Membership chairman Mike Folmer was not present, but passed on that there are currently 114 adult
members. This includes 4 new members and the 12 life members.
Newsletter: Newsletter editor Gerald Elgert reported receiving compliments from around the country about articles in
the Rostrum. Readers are very impressed . Gerald is anticipating several EFMLS awards this year. President Rick Smith,
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asked everyone to consider submitting an article per year; with the 20th anniversary, consider ‘how I got involved’ or
similar topic. Gerald reported delivery issues with some newsletters arriving opened and in some cases missing parts.
Website: Webmaster Daryl Serafin had nothing new to report. The web site is up to date, although Daryl still has a few
things to add, including the new 20th anniversary MGS logo.
Field Trips: Rick Smith again asked if anyone wanted to take over the responsibility of field trips. He explained for the
benefit of new people how he is also responsible for field trips this year with individual club members taking the role of
planning, setting up and leading the actual trips. If interested in leading a trip, please see Rick for details. Rick reminded
all that release forms must be signed and passed back to him. Although not consistently used in past years, Rick
expressed the importance for the club to protect itself and its members. Currently, there are no local trips scheduled,
but a trip to Oklahoma the 1st week in July has one space remaining. There will also be a marine Cretaceous trip to
Vancouver, British Columbia in Canada the 1st week of August. There is also one space available for this trip.
Last month’s trip to Red Hill saw significant finds. Bob Asreen and Karissa Hendershot uncovered associated
bones corresponding to the skull cap and jawbone of Hyneria, a large fish. These are now part of the museum there. The
trip was organized by Bob Asreen and Karissa Hendershot of the Delaware Valley club. Gerald also organized a trip to
The Maryland Dinosaur Park when a rare shark coprolite was found. The park is open to the public on the 1st and 3rd
Saturdays of the month. Rick Smith also thanked John Wolf for organizing the recent trip to the C&D Canal.
Gerald announced that he is looking for petrified wood specimens from Odessa (DE) and Paint Branch Stream
(MD) for a research paper. He reported the Odessa site is a bit enigmatic since nobody really knows the age of the
alleged cypress found there. The site now represents at least three different species, only one of which is cypress. Since
no tree roots have been discovered at the site, the material is likely float debris collected on an ancient flood plain,
which further compounds the mystery of this site.
Brady Hamilton, past MGS president and life member, announced his attendance at the 28th paleobotannical
colloquium at North Carolina State University next weekend. Brady hopes to collect at a Triassic site in Gulf, NC. Rick
suggested that Brady write an article, and Brady quipped that he’d take pictures.
It was also noted that Lee Creek guides are being called in for “training,” but it is not clear if this could be
positive sign of being able to collect there again.
Ways & Means: Dick Grier Sr. reminded the membership of the silent auction in July and regular auction in September.
Members can bring up to 10 items of their own to sell at the regular auction, with a portion of the proceeds benefiting
the club. All items must be identified (i.e. what it is, where it was found, any minimum price). Sheets for this purpose will
be published in the Rostrum. MGS will also take donations for auction items. Proceeds from donated items benefit MGS
100%.
Old Business: Rick presented a literary award to MGS member Bruce Hargreaves (in absentia). Brady Anderson accepted
a lifetime achievement award. Rick described how Brady joined MGS around 2000 and took over the presidency for four
years at a critical time for the club. Brady was also complimented for locating notable speakers.
Mel Hurd took the floor to discuss MGS 20th anniversary celebration planning. The date is September 24 from
2 PM - 6 PM with an afternoon cook-out. The planning figure is for 60-100 attendees. Cindy Lohman is working on
estimates for a couple of catering options. This will be decided at the next meeting. The club will cover 50% of this cost
with the balance coming from attendees. The affair will be casual, and is intended to be more relaxed and affordable
than the 10th anniversary dinner (for those who remember). The goal for the next meeting will be to pin down costs and
related details. Mel also pointed out that it had been 10 years since a new T-shirt design was introduced. He announced
that shirts with the new logo in blue, green and gray were ready. Mel also agreed to look into polo shirts with an
embroidered logo. Dick Grier Sr. also suggested consideration of a yellow color. Mel also announced new colored MGS pin
in black and gold. Before Mel could leave the floor, Rick Smith announced that it was Mel’s birthday. Happy birthday
Mel!!
New Business: New business was kept purposely brief. Dick Grier Sr. reminded everyone of the Chesapeake Gem and
Mineral Show at Ruhl Armory in Towson. Rick made a motion to reimburse up to $200 for the up-coming trip to the
annual EFMLS convention in Syracuse. Gary and Cindy Lohman are planning to attend with an MGS display of Southern
Maryland Miocene fauna.
Adjournment: MGS business concluded at 12:34 PM and the floor was turned over to American Fossil Federation.
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Dates to Remember

Sunday, July 17 – MGS Meeting
Meeting Time & Location
11:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Bowie Community Center
3209 Stonybrook Drive, Bowie, MD 20715
301-464-1737
Location/Directions: The Center is located off of Route 450 in Bowie. Detailed directions and a map can be found on the
MGS website.

Mineral of the Meeting: Crocoite. Bring a few choice specimens to the meeting.
Dave Bohaska will speak on “Miocene Whales.”

2011 Dues Are Due

The Rostrum
Gerald Elgert, Editor
9910 Lorain Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20901
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